Abstract. The issues of modern urban development raise a significant question about an environmental cleanliness of progressing cities. Energy sources which are running on fuel cause tremendous harm to the atmosphere. Therefore, special attention is paid to the rational use of natural renewable resources such as wind and solar energy. Wind-electric sets, or wind turbines, are able to work autonomously, which is also important for the development of modern "smart" cities. Currently, the most commonly used design of wind turbines is the system which has the form of a tower of circular cross section (also called pipe), which carries at the upper end a nacelle with wind wheel. When such a system is being designed in urban conditions the wind pulsation and seismic calculations are added to the standard calculations. These added calculations are dynamic loads. It is known that in the process of solution of dynamic tasks design models of various levels of approximation can be used. It occurs due to stages of the design and other factors. The question of errors, which are associated with the use of a dissected, or partitioned, design scheme, raises.
Introduction
In today's urban construction it is very important to pay attention to renewable energy sources [1] [2] [3] [4] because of their ability to harmless and autonomously supply power to rapidly developing progressing cities [5] [6] [7] . Multifactorial assessment of wind energy potential of urban development area allows to use the wind energy wisely [8] . One of the most commonly used renewable energy sources is wind turbine which has the form of a tower of circular cross section (also called pipe), which carries at the upper end a nacelle with wind wheel. The wind wheel has two or three blades and it is rotated about a horizontal axis or an axis deviated from the horizontal by a small angle (in one type of the windelectric set called "Raduga" this angle is 5°). The lower end of the tower rests on massive reinforced concrete foundation or reinforced concrete grillage of pile foundation, which is relying on the subgrade.
When such a system is being designed in urban conditions some calculations of dynamic loads, such as wind pulsation and seismic, are added to the standard calculations. Therefore, it is necessary to solve a number of dynamic problems including the definition of natural frequencies (NF) and forms of natural oscillations (FNO) of tower at its bending fluctuations [9] [10] . It is known that in the process of solution of dynamic tasks computational schemes of various levels of approximation can be used. It occurs due to stages of the design and other factors. Thus, at the stage of conceptual design fairly simple schemes can be applied, and then these schemes can be refined. Factor that influenced on the design schemes of wind turbines now is really established practice in our country of designing the system "wind electric set-foundation-base", when the part of the system located above the foundation (the actual wind turbine) is designed in design department of engineering type (eg, "Raduga" in Dubna) and the foundation with the base are designed in building type design organization (for example, Lengidroproekt in St. Petersburg).
Analysis of calculation of projected wind-electric set shows that the design scheme of the system "turbine-foundation-base" at dynamic calculations is divided into the base of the tower at the bottom and the part above the foundation is treated separately from the foundation as a tower console clamped on her soles. Efforts by acting loads, which are acting on the part above the foundation and which are defined in the seals, are transmitted as a load in the form of forces and moments ( Fig. 1) for calculating the foundation and the base. The question of errors, which are associated with the use of a dismembered design scheme, raises. There are no known specific studies on this issue. In [11] it is suggested to estimate the additional inertial loads approximately, these loads are caused because of the fluctuation of the mass of the elements above the foundation of the system and because of deformation of the base by the mass of the foundation. To estimate this additional inertial loads the calculation scheme in the form of a rigid system "wind turbine-foundation (or grillage pile foundation)" on a linearly deformable soil foundation under the action of harmonic loads (resulting from the calculation of the elements above the foundation of the wind turbine) on the gasket face of the foundation are used.
Description of research
To simplify the research in [11] it is suggested to consider a number of simple tasks to said rigid of the system in the form of steady vertical harmonic oscillations of the load P ୢ୷୬ = P sin ωt, rotational oscillations of the load M ୢ୷୬ = M cos ωt, and horizontal rotational fluctuations in planes XOZ and YOZ. For example, in the plane XOZ harmonic steady-state oscillations are considered of the loads P ୶ ୢ୷୬ = P ୶ sin ωt and M ୷ ୢ୷୬ = M ୷ cos ωt. The amplitudes of the loads and frequency ω = kω, where ω is the angular frequency of rotation of the propeller, k is a certain coefficient, are set.
In this paper we present the results of these calculations which were performed on the Department of structural mechanics and theory of elasticity SPbGPU on the instructions of Lengidroproekt for wind turbines such as "Raduga 1000". The calculations are performed in accordance with the recommendations of [11] The base is loam with deformation modulus E = 1.5 • 10 (kgf•m -2 ). Stiffness coefficients of the base are calculated by the (Eq. 1-3) of [12] :
The angular frequency of vertical oscillations of the considered rigid system was found to be 52s An even greater effect of an additional inertial moment on the sole of the pile foundation grillage of the considered type of wind turbine occurs when the first natural frequency of the rigid system is close to the disturbing frequency (߱ ௧ = 11.83 s -1 at ω = 3߱ = 13.2 s -1 ). In this case, the values of P xbadd и М ybadd at the sole grillage are close to a predetermined amplitude of loads P xb and М yb (calculation is given in the report of the department in 1993 to Lengidroproekt).
Thus, if in the designing of wind turbines dissected scheme is used and loads on the foundation are set without inertial forces arising from the mass fluctuations of the foundation due to the deformation of the base, it is necessary to calculate the additional inertial forces using the settlement scheme in the form of a rigid system "wind turbine-foundation (or grillage pile foundation)" on a linearly deformable natural (or pile) basis.
It is also interesting to estimate the effect of partitioning the design scheme in determining the NF and FNO flexural fluctuations of the tower of the wind turbine.
Let's carry out a study, which would help us to evaluate the impact of partitioning the design scheme on the first NF of bending fluctuations of the tower of the wind turbine. We would use for this purpose the simplest calculation schemes when the distribution mass of the tower is replaced by discrete masses (Fig. 2a) . In determining the discrete masses based on trapezoidal rule for numerical integration replacing the mass of the nacelle with a wind wheel with a point mass we would obtain (with equal portions of the partition of the tower r) the following results: ݉ ଵ = ݉ + 0.5ℎ • ݉ ்ଵ , ݉ ଶ = 0.5ℎ • (݉ ்ଵ + ݉ ்ଶ ) etc. With only one portion ‫ݎ(‬ = 1), we would obtain the calculation scheme shown in Fig. 2b , wherein ݉ ଵ = ݉ + 0.5 m and ݉ ଶ = 0.5 m , where ݉ ் is a full mass of the tower. Introducing the reinforced concrete foundation (or grillage pile) as a hard array, based on the natural (or pile) linearly deformable base in the latter case we would obtain a system with three degrees of freedom.
As it was mentioned above, to determine the NF and FNO of bending fluctuations of the tower using partitioned design scheme oscillation of mass of the foundation is not considered, and the tower in section (2) shall be considered as clamped in a rigid or pliable base (Fig. 2c) . Let's consider two cases with supple termination in section (2) for comparison. The first one: the oscillation mass m ଶ = 0.5 m is taken into account (as well as the mass of the foundation), then we would have a system with one degree of freedom (Fig. 1, c) and as we done it before we would consider the reduced mass of the tower in two senses: 0.5 m (scheme 2, a, Tab. 1) and (ЗЗ/140)m (scheme 2, b, Tab. 1). In the second case, with supple termination in section (2) fluctuation of mass m ଶ = m would be taken into account (scheme 2, c, Tab. 1) then we would have a system with two degrees of freedom.
To assess the impact of fluctuations of the mass of the foundation on the first natural frequency, let's consider the calculation scheme in view of the foundation of a rigid array. To account for the distributed mass of the tower we should still take the simplest case, when r = 1. Then for bending fluctuations of the tower and the horizontal rotational fluctuations of rigid foundation in the plane XOZ we would have a system with three degrees of freedom: horizontal movement of the masses m ଵ and m ୡ and the angle of rotation of the foundation around the center of gravity (C) of the total mass m ୡ = (m + m ଶ ), where m is the mass of the foundation, m ଶ = 0.5 m (Fig. 2,b) . Such a calculation scheme with m ଵ = m ୬ + 0.5 m , m ଶ = 0.5 m and θ φୡ = m ଵ 
we would identify as scheme 3. (4) and (5), (9), (10) in [12] .
Comparing the values of f ଵ (Hz) for the calculation schemes 1, a; 2, a; 2, c; 3, it is seen that for the base with module E = 1. ) and a reinforced concrete foundation of these sizes an account of deformation of the base and of the mass of the foundation has a very little effect on the lowest natural frequency of bending flrctuations of the tower. Therefore, in this case it is permissible to use the calculation scheme only of the part above the foundation in calculating ω ଵ and f 1 ( f ଵ = ω ଵ /2π) and consider the cross-section (2) as rigid or resiliently deformable.
The calculations has been done for f1 (Hz), when the soil deformation modulus was decreased by 3 times, to investigate the effect of increasing the compliance of the base. E = 0.5 • 10 (kgf •m -2 ) (minimum value is shown in Tab. 3 of Annex I of [14] ). Assume that the size of the foundation and the coefficient b 0 in the equation (4) in [12] remain unchanged. Then, in accordance with a decrease of E by three times all values of C z , C φ , C x , k φ , k x decrease by three times too, and the coefficients of compliance δ ୶ୡ = 1 / k ୶ and δ φୡ = 1 / k φ increase in three times.
Comparing the results of calculations for schemes 1, a; 2, a; 2, c; 3 (Tab. 1) it is seen that the transition from the rigid base (E = ∞) to very compliant (minimum value of E in Tab. 3 of Annex I of [14] ) ‫ܧ‬ = 0.5 • 10 (kgf•m-2) changes the value of f 1 by about 13%. Accounting of mass of foundation with more pliable base decreases the value of the first frequency much greater than the more rigid base (scheme 2, a; 2, c; and 3).
Some calculations related with wind turbines would be held in future in a view of: • geometric nonlinearity [15] , • thin-walled cross-sections [16] , • sustainability [17] , • elastic plasticity [18] .
The held calculations are relevant for the diversity of renewable energy sources which are actively developing in our time [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
It is proved that the inclusion of deformation of the base and the mass of the foundation has a very little effect on the lowest natural frequency of bending fluctuations of the tower. The transition from the rigid base to very pliable base changes the value of f1 by about 13%. The studies show that the use of dissected calculation scheme for determining the load on the foundation and the base, and the natural frequencies and shapes of bending fluctuations of the tower is allowed, especially at the initial stage of designing wind turbines. In this case unaccounted inertial forces associated with the fluctuation of the system due to the deformation of the base can be approximately obtained by the rigid system "Wind Turbine + foundation (or grillage pile foundation)" on a natural (or pile) linearly deformable foundation.
The first natural determined frequency at a rigid termination on the sole of the tower should be lowered in view of studies, shown in Tab. 1.
